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Abstract

Acton Peninsula is located in the central area of Canberra, the national capital ofAustralia. Canberra is a planned city, its site
chosen after the federation of territories occupying the land of many indigeous nations.

This research creatively explores the space between nation, urban planning and the individual body. It does so through a
creative theoretical engagement with Acton Peninsula, an area within Australia's planned city and national capital, Canberra. It asks
how the city on paper became a city in place, what part did the embodied human take at various phases in that process, and how
does one live in a symbol.. city. Using practice led research methodologies, it interrogates the function of literature, specifically new
media poetry, in documenting and revealing the sociopolitical consciousness of places and people through time.

The research finds that the various official uses of the Acton site have been concerned with 'nation' and national identity, yet
Australian national identity is an aporia; the nation was formed for largely practical reasons rather than patriotic fervour; the site
itself was a not.. sydney/not.. Melbourne compromise. Yet the Acton site has been lived vibrantly by embodied citizens going about
their business.

The research demonstrates that literary forms, and new media forms in particular, are ideally suited to studying and recording
history using not only temporal but also spatial considerations.
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Figure 1. Map showing shape and relative size of the ACT and the proportion of the territory taken up by the City of Canberra.
Note the small segment of land on the coast at Jervis Bay which is also part of the ACT. (Undated map by Mark Conway
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Figure 17. Griffin's laying out along axes. Adapted from the original entry documents.
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Figure 18. The National Museum of Australia stands out against the grey modernist architecture of most of
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Figure 21. Garden of Australian Dreams which occupies the centre of the NMA buildings. Ross Barnett,
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Figure 22: Circa - circular multimedia theatre which introduces visitors to the museum.
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Figure 23. The surface of the NMA laid out over the word, eternity. The traces of the word remain as black lines on the surface.
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Figure 25. The schematic that ARM entered into the competition to design the National Museum of
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Figure 26. A child is photographed so that her image can be displayed on the home of the future she builds (child in the distance
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